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Preface
Characters in poetry as in any genre hold the most interest
for the majority of readers, who find the same pleasure and knowledge
in meeting fictional people as in encountering real people in everyday
life.

The appeal a character may hold is unlimited, for every individual

reader responds differently to each character according to the reader's
own preferences.

Therefore, for the poet, the problem of character

revelation comes not in what kind to create, but in how best to develop
the character.

The verbal motivators (words) as well as the visual (form)

greatly affect a reader's reaction to the subject of the poem.

Unlike

prose, where the author may use unlimited words of description, other
characters and various situations to reveal a character, the poet is
curtailed in all of these methods.

Furthermore, if he is writing in a

traditional form, the poet must adapt his character to the predetermined
framework of that particular form.
It is curious, challenging and rewarding to attempt to write
poems in both traditional and modern forms with a conscious focus on
character development.

Before discussing a.ny findings, it is, perhaps,

pertinent to mention that the following creative experiment w a initi t d
with virtually no preconceived oonolueions or summations.

How v r, whi

advancing steadily in the project, some particularly m mor b
from poems past kept echoing in my mind.

ohar ot r

For most was Browning'

"Fr

Lippo Lippi," "Andrea del Santo," "My Last Duohes ," a.nd Count Guido
V

Franceschini and Pompilia Companini from The Ring and the Book.

These

very persistent characters are in most cases so realistic and lasting
because they present such persuasive cases for being tru.e-to-life, and
the majority of them are speaking for and of themselves in each poem.
After writing original poems in which I experimented with
character revelation in various poetic forms and techniques, I believe
that character development in any poem is primarily controlled by the
poet's use of voice or speaker.

Consequently, the character who emerges

in a first person narrative, such as the dramatic monologue, is more
clearly defined than a character being written about or described by
another voice.

It is similar to the experience of getting to know a

real person first hand rather than hearing about him from other various
The reader of a first person narrative feels free to judge

sources.

the "I" speaker for himself.

He may or may not choose to believe this

voice as it speaks its mind, but at least the reader is satisfied
that he is getting first-hand information.
In the collection of poems which follow, the majority of
readers should find the characters in "Old Man. Potter Loses" and "At Last"
more readily acceptable as true and realistic than the characters being
described in "Undisputed Computation," for example.

The reason for

this is, of course, that in the first two poems the subjective voices
are the characters speaking of themselves.

In the last po m mention d,

however, the speaker is the detached voice of a e mingly obj otiv
narrator.
Similarly, other first-pereon-voioed po me aro good for r oliotio
character revelation.

The reader accepts what th char ot r ia

as true to his likeness.

ying

He may not believe the speaker's words or
vi

story, but he does realize that they must be indicative of that person's
thoughts or feelings.
While this first person voice is successful in revealing a
character in a poem, it is more difficult for the writer to handle. A

beginning poet will have difficulty creating an "I" voice who is not
really the poet speaking about himself.

Of course, it is easier to

write what one thinks or feels, but it is far less accurate. As a
poet, I feel that my truest, most realistic and best characters are
developed in poems in which I attempted to recreate from general
observation a particular kind of person. Consider the quality of the
characters in the poems, "The Sanctuary," "The Teacher Lectures to
Herself," and "Old Man Potter Loses." These three vary in degree of
personal attachment with the subject from close involvement, to semi
detachment, to almost no personal attachment. I would say that as for
character revelation, they range from least, to partial, to most
realistic character portrayal.
My personal involvement in each of these poems is very different
and

contains the primary responsibility for the quality of character

developed in each poem. I consider the speaker-character in the first
to be lees personal, less realistic, and of narrower scope than
characters in the next two poems. Consequently, I find the character
(the teacher) in the next poem to be more fully developed. Finally,

the obaraoter (Potter) in the third poem, I consider to be th most

realistic and self-revealing. This process can b und r tood b tt r

with a full explanation of this "personal involvement" mention d with

each of the above poetic characters.

To begin, the "I" speaker in "The Sanctuary" is myself', speaking
vii

of something I did as a child, though the latter part is only imagined.
I do have strong feelings and real insight about these memories as
I observe them from past and present.

Secondly, the semi-detachment

which I mentioned in reference to "The Teacher Lectures to Herself" is
a combination of my experience mingled with an observation of other
teachers and my imagined projections into their thoughts and feelings.
Being in the profession of teaching, I have the advantage of accurate,
detailed insights into the general setting and situation of the poem;
however, this particular character-teacher's dilemma is my attempt to
record the thoughts and feelings that I observed and listened to
with older teachers.

So some of it, of course, was purely ima.ginary.

Perhaps I should add here that I probably subconsciously harbor similar
fears about myself in older age.

Therefore, according to my summations

about detachment in character development, even these underlying,
personal projections are detrimental to the pure development of this
teacher-character.
Finally, the involvement with the character in "Old Man Potter

Loses" is the least personal and most objective.

It is, as I mentioned,

based wholly on incidental observation of a real person whom I consider
very unlike myself

and

for whom I have no particularly strong sentiments.

I would say that, in as far as possible, this monologue is objective.
I consider the character to be the best, because he rev ale all about

himself without my (the poet's) interference, therefore, he app ar to

the reader just as simple, honest, and believable.

I do not

f

1

though the poem leaves the reader with an aftertaet of uthor opinion,

didaotioism, or any of the many other objeotionabl fault found in

poems where the poet himself gets in the way. This "pur r" oharaot r
viii

would be found in a poem which would most agree with Keats' idea of'
negative capability. Mr. Wylie Sypher explains this idea in his
analytic introduction to Browning's The Ring and the Book:
Browning does not have the 'negative capability' Keats
looked for in the poet-the ability to be in the midst of
doubts and uncertainties withoyt irritably reaching after
some explanation or certainty.
By way of general summation, I could say that I agree with
Robert Burns' theory as I will paraphrase f'rom his famous poem "To
A Mouse": we cannot see ourselves as others see us; therefore, as a
poet, why try? The poet is more successful at character revelation
the further removed he is himself from the given character. I feel
that it is the poet's job to create realistic, strong characters for
his readers to enjo7 rather than to try to get his own opinions into
every poem.

One might say-, then, that the "purest" characters emerge

from a mind unpolluted with self.
Returning to the matter of various poetic forms and their
effects on character developnent, I would like to give a rating of my
preferences of poetic forms {from easiest to most difficult) for their
adaptability to character creation. One should remember, though, that
the skills and experience of individual poets may cause this scale to
change. Based on my writing experiences and on my opinion of memorable
characters created in works of other poets, I rate the following common
and most popular poetic formss

(1) dramatic monologuesJ (2) b llad;

\iylie Sypher, Introd., The Ring and t • J3ook, by Rob rt Browning
{New Yorks w. w. Norton and Company, Inc., 1921), p. xxi.
ix

(3) free verse forms; (4) sonnets. A brief connnent on the reasons for

each rating will clarify the choice of order.
First, much has already been said of the dramatic monologue
and its unique adaptability to realistic character portrayal. Browning's
works stand as proof from an established author.

As for my own works,

I have already expressed my belief that the character in "Old Man
Potter Loses" is the most realistic. Similarly, we see that both the
male speaker and his wife in the monologue "At Last" are easily and
clearly distinct individuals.
As we consider the ballad as a form very suitable to character
creation, I recall the boy in the modern ballad by Dabney Stuart
entitled "The l3allad of the Volunteer." The boy speaking himself
reveals his own feelings as though unaware of doing so in his state
of youthful ignorance.

He also well explains his mother and father's

feelings, though we do not get a detailed picture of them.
In the collection of poems to follow, the characters of Madaline
in

the poem of that name and the boy in "Papa" rival one another for

character believability. The difference in revelation of each comes
through the speaker voice.

In "Madaline" we do not hear the central

character speak; her life, ways, and feelings unfold through the story.
The development of a person in a narrative controlled work {ballad) is
much like the oonstructicn of a character for a short story or a novel.
The primarY difference is that this poet has far fewer word.a or tim in
which to reveal his character. It is, therefore,

si r to how on

side or feeling of a character in a narrative situation than it i to

show him going through years of change.
X

Here thi diff r no

i

ily

exemplified by the ballads "Madaline" and "Papa." While Madaline is
an interesting woman, we really do not understand her as well as we
Madaline's life story in the poem covers

do the boy speaker in "Papa."

over twenty years. Looking at the poem, we know that she has changed
some while living in the city, that she has had difficulties and
unpleasantries through which she is still saddened, but we do not know
specifically what happened to her or why. Covering a long period of
vely short poem is, then, likely to weaken the character
time in a relati
.
This problem could be compared to looking at a photograph

or a person

.

taken in the midst or a lively and color.f'u.l. scene and a very busy
background. We can see the general impression, but we are too distracted
by everything else going on around that subject.
On the other band, I wanted the boy in "Papa" to stand out
clearly and distinctly even in the middle of his story. True, some
indefinite period of time has passed in this ballad, but our feelings
are constantly concentrated on his present feeling of loss. Consequently,
we are certain that we know how this boy feels because every stanza
is centered around this unifying feeling. Furthermore, the boy is
speaking for and of himself expressing his grief, anxiety, and insecurity.
As mentioned earlier, we are more inclined to believe a first person
speaker than any other voice.

Some readers may wonder about the validity

of the account of Madaline as told by this unidentified narrator in
"Madaline."

Overall, then, we must return to the contention tha t th

dramatic monologue releases the best realistio and whol oha.r ot r
because of its "I" speaker telling his story in

giv n ituation.

After this, the ballad offers good character creation if th
xi

po t do

not lose focus of his character in the telling of the story. The

ballad only becomes more difficult than the monologue because of its
rigid form and its scope when the duration of the story covers a long
period of time. It should also be mentioned oonceming the ballad form
that the very fact that it is strophic and that it has a definite rhyme

scheme can be advantageous from the standpoint of causing a consistent
concentration on the character being created. When the poet knows be
must follow the traditional ballad form, he will keep thought patterns
in units to correspond with the stanzas.

In addition to this, the

necessity of rhyme will unify his thoughts and condense them; thus, the
character traits revealed are likely to be only very crucial ones.
Moving on to evaluate the free verse form as an instrument for
character development, we encounter the very debatable issue ot inspired
poems versus deliberately contrived poems. While free verse has the
advantage of lending itself well to spontaneous thoughts, it has the
disadvantage of lacking discipline. The writer of free verse is more

likely to ramble about a character in this style than be would in a

traditional form. His created character may lack focus or continuity.

The discipline of a structured form will often result in a more selective

description or revelation of the subject. Furthermore, free verse will

probably be more difficult for the reader to comprehend since he has no

pre-established guidelines to follow. The character emerging is lees

predictable because the reader oannot anticipate a o rtain rhym, m t r,
or structure.

These statements are not to imply that fre v r

i

inadequate tor character de velopnent in poetry, but merely to •ugge t
that the monolo�e and ballad forms seem to in ure a i r or tion for
xii

the poet because of their predetermined regulations which serve as
blueprints. While this may not be necessary for established and
knowledgeable poets, it is a good idea for beginners.

Probably the

best test to determine whether or not a certain character would be
better in a traditional form or in free verse would be the process of
trial or experimentation. It is best for a poet to follow impulse or
inspiration, allowing the words to flow as they will. Afterwards, if
the character does not seem clearly defined (if it were intended to be
a character-centered poem), the poet should try the same idea in another
form. It is noteworthy to state that characters with a narrative to
relate come easier in a monologue or ballad, while characters seeking
to express thoughts and/or feelings seem to relate better in free verse.
For an example of the above, consider the old man in "Calendar." He
is much more realistic being viewed by a detached voice narrator than
if he had tried to speak in a monologue.

Similarly, the old man would

not fit very well in ballad form because the forcing of rhyme and meter
might have given a light, sing,-song tone to the serious subject. Then,
most importantly, this is a poem centered on feeling wherein the
setting, not the story, is important to this character's development.
In contrast, the boy character in the ballad "Papa" has a story
to tell, in the process of which he will unleash his thoughts and feelings.
He does not want or need a freer verse form because his life incidents
fit into the ballad stanza and lend the entire poem an air of hom ly
familiarity.

I suppose we might conclude, then, that th � of

character should determine the type of form used to unfold or r 1
the person.

The decision about such a matter may or may not b
xiii

conooiouo

action on the part of the poet-creator; however, we can at least assume
that the somewhat experienced writer would sense the necessity of
matching persons with forms.
Less amenable to character revelation is the sonnet. It is one
of the oldest forms and now less popular in use. Both the Italian
(Petrarchan) and the English (Shakespearean) are very meticulous in
structure and rhyme scheme.

As Paul Fussell, Jr. says in Poetic Meter

and Poetic Form, "Writing a good Petrarchan sonnet is difficult;
writing a superb one is all but impossible.11 2 This·demanding form
accounts for the failing popularity of the sonnet. It is too unwieldy
to set up and resolve a character in a particular situation within
fourteen lines and a definite rhyme pattern, all of which both types
of sonnets require but with different divisions. Furthermore, the
English sonnet would have the poet conclude this verbal stunt with a
profound philosophic couplet.

The writer does not have time enough to

devote to character revelation, for he is too preoccupied with the
maneuvers of the form. Most of the sonnets that I attempted to write
insisted on being incident-centered by nature.

If a good character

happened to evolve, it was of a one-sided nature. For example, the"!"
speaker in"Communication," a Shakespearean sonnet, speaks in generalities
about her marriage during the past fourteen years. The reader learns
little of her personality other than that she is insecure. Why must
this be so? The answer is simple; the fourteen line lim.itation afford d
no more words for further character revelation.
2

Paul Fussell, Jr., Poetio Meter
Random Bouse, Inc., 1965), p. 124.
xiv

On

!:ru1 Poetio

th oth r hand,
1o:rm,

(N w Yorks

one could argue that this is a good sonnet because it expresses well
the subject matter.

If one takes this supportive stand, then he must

realize and make clear that the sonnet is a very good form for certain
subjects.

It just does not lend itself to full character development.

Fussell must have realized this when he said the followings
"the sonnet as a form tends to imply a particular, highly
personal, usually s�mewhat puzzled or worshipful. attitude
toward experienoe."
Therefore, the sonnet's demands of strophic division coupled with the
rhyme scheme and stichio stipulation do not allow the writer enough
freedom to create and expound a realistic character.
In recapitulation of the above deductions concerning the effect
of form on character developnent in poetry, the reader should again be
reminded that the proposed rating scale is meant to be flexible.

Poetry,

being a creative art, has the right not to be bound to a rigid set of
rules proposed by anyone.

However, based on my experiment with

character revelation through the following poems, I must insist that I
find the dramatic monologue to be the best form; ballads rate second;
free verse, third; and sonnets last in being suitable for character
development.

It should be emphasized that the key to successful

characterization in any poetic form lies with the skill of the poet,
for the form is lifeless without a creator.

3Fussell, p. 133.
xv

DRAMATIC
MONOLOGUES

2

Old Man Potter Loses
"I reckoned you'd know by now.
Yea, she's gone, but I speck it was
for the best.
Everybody says they seen it coming 'cept me.
Well, I reckon I knew it, too, but
jest kept shovin' it out of my mind.
Been married seventeen yea.rs come this June.
Yea, jest one of them things that fell
apart little by little, year after year.
She wdn't runnin' around, you know.
I checked that out real careful like.
I got this •ear friend of mind.
I mean, I can't call his name or
nothing, you understand;
But he's got connections with the
police department-been oomin' by
regular for some time now oheokin'
on thill88 for me.
He said he'd never seen nothin'
fishy lookin' when I wudn't home,
and he's an honest boy, too.
Never heard nobody say nothin'
bad against him.
You folks never saw nothing look
suspicious like, did you?
See there; I didn't think so.

3
I sure do appreciate you asking
me over, and I'll let you know
if I need anything.

I tell you,

it means ev'rything to have
fine neighbors and friends like you.
Yeah, it's ashame folks don't
see each other look like 'cept
when there's trouble.
Well, so long now.
Y'all take care, ya here?"
Come to see us real soon.

4
At Last
"It is a great relief to see her
in such a peaceful atmosphere
And

looking very beautiful, even contented.

I can sigh relief, at last.
For years I've sought to please her,
to capture this look of satisfaction
or at least resignation,
but I had failed, I guess.
"Now there's no solemn stare,
no frustration marring her fair face.
You notice she looks relaxedgiven in at last.
I'd linger

and

stare at her

this way indefinitely, if possible,
but others wait to see her, too, as usual.
"The Lord knows, I tried to make her happy
worked hard

and

long hours

to give her everything she desired;
yet she always seemed to went more,
sometimes without even knowing what to ask for.
I oomforted her ruffled disposition,
calmed her fears, end hushed her.
I gently moved about the house.
Yet all seemed in vain until now.

5
"Oh, true she chided me and fussed a little,
but I knew she never meant to.
Besides, she always said she was sorry.
When she was happy (which was seldom and brief),
she made it all worthwhile.
You know, I never was really sure
that I deserved to be her husband at all.
She seemed too good for me
in ways I can't express.
''What? We leave, you say?
The others a.re waiting.
Yes, I understand.. Many loved her besides me.
":But I'll be back with you soon, my dear.
I told you I would never leave you alone.
You know I keep my promises to you.
There are a few matters I have to tend for us,
but don't you worry;
I won't be long."

BALLADS

Madaline
Madaline left home so young-
Her mama threw her out.
It seems they couldn't get along.
I never knew what about.
She worked like a slave for Grandma.
We kind of took her in.
Though she slept in the old guest house,
It seemed like she was kin.
She left to live in the city
And was gone some twenty years.
Then she came back home tired one day.
Her eyes were filled with tears.
Everybody had grown older here.
Things were not the same.
She had known a lot of people
But still had the same last name.
Her hair once loose and shiny,
Now is tucked in a knot and e;ray.
Grandma still likes to talk a lot;
Madaline has nothing to say.
Papa was her favorite;
She still whispers in his ear.
When he nods and smiles in answer,
She wipes away a tear.

7

8

She sits long hours by the fire place
And

pokes at the fiery coals.

She sighs with the burning flames,
Until the fire grows cold.
Every day she walks to the mailbox,
Then plods back home again.
It seems the road has grown a mile.
I wonder if she has a friend?
She moves in a daze and slow now
Through the rooms to her attic bed.
When I ask what she did in the city,
She just cries

and

shakes her head.

Grandma says she's home to stay;
Papa says she's just fine.
Her mama still lives down the road.
I wonder what's on her mind?

9

Papa
I gotta haul the wood today
And

mend the cabin floor.

I guess I'll do it all alone.
Papa ain't here no more.
Preacher says he's gone to heaven.
God knows he was plenty good.
But that don't fill my empty space.
I'd go with him if I could.
We walked the woods just yesterday
Shootin rabbits when we could.
We slept on the cot in the cabin, where
The fire was hot and good.
We meant to stock the pond with fish
And fix the old truck door.
Just dog and me'll be ridin now .
Papa ain't here no more.
He taught me all I ever knew
'Bout livin' and toilin' the land.
He was full of work, few on words,
But he never held my hand.
He worked hard to leave me something
Now I've got to do my part.
•Cause Papa said you could tell a man
By work that comes from his heart.

10
The land lays long before me.
I can hear his voice oall.
I just don't want to

go

alone.

Are you sure you told me all?

FREE
VERSE
FORMS

12

Calendar
He sits

in his padded rocking chair

rubbing bis palms and forearms

back and forth

across the chair arms

until the stripes in the plaid
no longer meet.

The cars zoom by
on the highway

in front of the house, and
He p eers

through bis thick bi-focals
e
and the thin glass window pan
es.
at the hazy license plat
Sometimes,

He counts-

• • four • • •
One • • • two • • • three •
limit
The sign for the speed
now

55

Re knows by heart.
Every day
He sit s

between dawn and dusk.
He rises

from time to time

13
to straighten the calendar,
remembering to tear a page
revealing this month.
His finger rests,
by chance,
on the last day
when he will sit
in the padded rocking chair
rubbing his palms and forearms
back and forth
Across the chair arms
until the stripes in the plaid
No longer meet.

14
Midnight Madness at the Home
In the midst of your sane world
(perhaps as you sleep tonight)
two old lovers are wandering
loose outside a nursing home.
Through senility they have
escaped the cruel realities
you think you face,
but the ancient lady lover feels
only frustration as
she pleads to hurry her
passive beau who finds more
pleasure in imaginary fishing
than courting.
Perhaps she is saner than you
for she recognizes
life's real antagonist.
"Dear, must we go on counting tadpoles
in the dark?
The night is wasting, as am I.
The full moon mirrors
on the lake
And bids us make haste
in the midnight hour.
"The white morning lark
Will come again soon,
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And we will miss its flight
to discover America_
(You know I've always wanted to.)
"Hurry, darling, its getting light!
Some red-eyed turkey
Will strut by with one of
those damned early A. M. smiles
that turn my empty stomach
red-flesh-side-out.
"I've been telling you for years
that those bug-eyed fish
don't give a plug nibble
about your fly dangling out there.
Must you sit here, love,
in suspended splendor,
while we stare, waiting,
at the shriveled skin dangling
from our boney parts?
"Hark!

It's too late, dear.

Time has come

and gone,

I fear.

He is coming to get us now.
Let's get out of here!"
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Co-incidents
Remember the night
we planted roses in the dark,
And

the next morning
they were only
bushes of thorns?

How about the summer afternoon
We picnicked under a blanket,
And when we came out,
It was cold.
Then there was Saturday night
we toasted by the fire
And

woke up Sunday morning

in sackcloth and ashes.
Now wrapped only
in the strength of our memories,
there is nothing left to say.
I am contented to lie.

Old Bones

I
Old dog plodding up the road
drowning in the rain
Not even your footprints
will be left behind you
Just some old dried up bones
in a brown skin bag.
II
A cow head of dried bones
is still lying on the green lawn back home.
There are many geometric shapes in the hollows.
It looks so out of place that
I think I should plant flowers in it.

III
Years ago on Grandma's farm
I used to watch them chop the heads
off of the chickens.
The bodies flopped around
mixing blood and dirt.
After supper we would throw
the bones to the hounds.

IV
My sister and I used to find
the feathers and bones of
little birds.
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We would place them in cigar boxes
and bury them in the garden.
We didn't know about mulching then.
V
An

old man stands

on the side of the road
Dignity washed away by the rain
that floods his tracks.
His ragged black coat hangs
on a rack of old bones.
Even now he is dying.
Soon the flesh will begin to waste away.
All of the meat, head, hair, nails
will rot into the dust.
But there will always remain the bones.
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The Gambler
He made a child
of flesh and bones
to live and trace the earth.
The path He sketched
but not in black
with freedom to erase.
Her hair is dark;
her eyes are blue;
Her features fair and clear.
Her heart is cold;
her mind untamed
by those who wander near.
Her mother was a rambler
She bore the child with lies.
She left

a broken

heart

among the infant's cries.
Her father was a loser
where women were concerned,
yet he stood by the child
and taught her what he'd learned.
She grew somehow in spite
of the wretched life she lads

a girl without a mother,
who tucked herself in bed.
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She learned to take what pleasure gave
that could not be returned.
A body without feeling;
a mind without controls.
She ruined many men in those years
with nothing much to lose
until she bore herself a child
to follow in her shoes.
She stares at me with languid eyes
a story with no end,
I long to lift away the stone
that weighs her life with sin.
Life is a gambling circle.
The dice are cast within;
Roll-'em high or roll-'em low.
Who's to blame in the end
For the way that they go?
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The Sanctuary
A small cluster
of pine trees curved
around my body.
I sat alone
a child sheltered
from the world
by spiny limbs.

I laid my
trinket treasures
on pillows
of green moss
and

built my castle

with stacks
of solid
cool rocks.
Now years later
I have returned
to sit alone again.
One by one
I unstack the stones
of my castle
to pick at the remains
covered with dust.

Nothing here has changed
in value.
I bury them again
where they belong
with dust.
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Two on the Sidewalks of Town
A distinguished gentleman
with pure white hair

and

a gray suit

stood beside the light post
on the oomer of Main and Third
every moming at 8 A.M. as I rode
by on the way to sohool.
I used to think he was there
by dawn to wake up the town,
And I wondered why he never moved
out of that comer square.
Old Huck Brown hung
around all over town.
He has probably touched every
crack on all of the sidewalks
with the tip of his wooden cane,
as he dragged his crooked body
like an old sack of broken toys.
I used to think he was
a monster
with thiok sagging lips
opened to h\188, white teeth.
Huck still cripples everywhere,
toting the old sack he begs to fill
before thumbing a ride home.
Now we always speak to eaoh other.
The gentleman who stood
on the comer is dead.
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School Dreaming
The teacher said to mix some water
with these paints on her desk,
but she didn't say why.
I did it, and it turned all colors
until it ended up a dirty brownish black.

I had to do something with it.
So while everyone else was gone out,
I began to pa.int the desks black, and
they disappeared one by one;
so I knew I had made magic paint.
I couldn't get them back, though,
and I was scared.
So I figured I had better get rid of all of them.
I painted fast, keeping an eye
on the windows.
Well, I figured next all that
was left to do was to get rid
of the teacher's desk, too.
Then maybe she'd think she
was in the wrong room •
So I painted it and her chair away.
Next, I painted every single wo:rd
on the boards away.
Finally everything was just black,
and it didn't look like the
same room anymore
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except for those green walls and
the door and windows.
So I painted the door and windows,
and they turned into solid black space.
Now, I figured, nobody could see me
And I could paint the walls, too.

I had just about finished the
eight hundred and nineteenth cinder block
when I heard the teacher beating on the black space
that used to be the door; yelling,
"John, you come out of there right now!
Let me in!"

she screamed over and over.

I just laughed to myself,
just a little soared she might find a
way to get me.
I smiled as I sealed the corner of the
last block with the last of the paint.
Then a thought hit me and I was petrified.
I can't get out of here.
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Sheep Tea
The sounds of faraway bleating
Come cioser, louder
Drowned in the pains
That streak through your infected ears
A short breath follows quickly
As you clench the sheets
With your wet palms
Someone who is moving
On

a carousel around your bed

Forces a cup between your lips
A hand pulls your tightened jaws down hard
The bitter liquid
Boils·on your tongue
Lighting fires as it makes its way
To your writhing stomach
You try not to inhale the wet stench
Whose odor evokes heaves
A piece of the tea leaf lingers on your tongue.
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The Teacher Lectures to Herself
She stood stoic
in her .familiar navy wool suit.
The shiny hem of the skirt
rested on the thin, sagging skin

of her boney calves.
She droned the daily lesson.
Wrinkled lips,
dabbed with red,
twisted in deliberation.
She tried not to notice
that the third boy in the first row
stared at her legs
streaked with gray

and

purple

bulging veins.
She attempted to explain the conflict
between the protagonist and the antagonist
in this story but forgot
Which one she was.
Grasping for her notes,
trying to stall
with idle

ad

lib,

she .fumbled for the answer.
She couldn't let them know
that she didn't know sometimes,
anymore.
Her .hand shot involuntarily to her face;
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the right fingers rested momentarily
on her rigged browwet with beads of perspiration
from a hot £lash.
To cover her gauche movement,
she demanded an answer.
No one would tell her.
If' only she could remember
why she was there.
The red, pimpled-face boy
in the back waved his hand hypnotically.
Then she remembereds
"Life • • • a poor player who struts
And frets his hour upon the stage • • •

11
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Aphrodisiac
By the dark of the moon
Women in Poland, young and old
Stir the secret potion
While their blood flows hot
Even now in some cozy room
A man drinks the sweet remedy
The lady Bacchus smiles wiley
Edges closer as his glassy eyes stare
At her bare neckline
Beads of sweat on his red forehead
He leans towards her
She can feel the heat
From his body everywhere
He reaches out his hand
To touch her somewhere
She refills his glass
Leans back to receive
the effects of the cure
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Doc
Old Doc sat reared back in his chair,
staring over the porch railing at the crowd.
His white hair and beard framed
A face with folds of wrinkles,
His shoulders curved in
and his back was bent.
Below, in the yard, men and women
ambled in singles, pairs, or more
drinking, laughing, talking.
Alone, Doc just stared down,
an empty glass in his right hand.
Once king among them,
he was now just an old man sitting
at the top of the stairs.
At last, I climbed the familiar
mossy, brick steps.
"Do you remember me, sir?"
and smiled and closed my hands
around hie cold, left hand
half way extended in deliberation.
He stared with a complex expression
replying numbly, "Certainly, my dear."
He smiled briefly, and I thought I saw
the youthful shine return to his ey s.
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For a moment we pretended the past,
but it slipped away
with his limp, dry palm
as it £ell
from my hand.
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After
Heaviness hangs instantly
over your head
As you call her name;
there is no reply
except foolish echoes
of your childish voice.
Can you rely on memories?
They have been known to lie,
So you have no other choice
but to return to empty rooms,
sensing her everywhere
but nowhere able to comprehend.
Her bed waits neatly made
for hands that always turned
back the covers.
Turn back the covers over her
now, God!
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Modern American War
"Grandpa, why don't Americans fight
a war with the communists; you know,
get rid of all the bad people?"
"Son, war is too small for our troubles.
Anyhow, we know it's above us alls
bloody killing,
senseless hating,
drafting helpless boys
born too soon or too late.
Decent humans just don't act the
way they did in

'42.

Why, I never would
have shot a man
if they hadn't
made

me.
"It's better to live faster

and nastier, subtly to outwit them
than to be so
outright common-show.
Fight? Nol
I'd rather live in this madness.
Anyhow,
this way is deadlier
in the long run.
I hope you never need
a gun, Son."
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Condemned
A silent figure
Of a man
In a naked room
Sits holding a heavy head
Attached to his body.
The bare lamp light glares
Over a lifeless form.
The insistency of its brightness
Stares fire
Into his burning sockets.
How long can a life burn
�efore the filament expires,
And

hie light is shut off

In a flash?
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Retreat
Snuggled in the cottage
on the side of the mountain,
maple trees hover over us;
we are sheltered
from every harm.
Even the soft breathing
of the wind and leaves is calm,
And

you can hear it

if you can feel it.
We do not have to shout
loud songs of society.
We do not have to dance
to the spastic band
of the frantic world
of cultured slaves
working mundane lives
of drastic routines.
Here in the cool, pure air
we inhale dreams of this reality.
Meanwhile, they choke
on the fatal grime.
Gasping in hot pants,
They snort in one another's faces.
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Operation Counting Heads
Still memories lie
in vagrant corners
of your mind
pushing to the front
as intruders in line
for a show
They come at you
from all directions
hemming you in on all sides
with a.n invisible circle
of familiar faces
masked in white disguises
of every man and his brother.
You try to count the heads
as they roll around above you
blowing their anesthetic breaths
in your face •
Stifled, you turn away
to view another time and place
only to find them circling
there, still incognito.
Choking, you cough them
to a mometary halt.
One of them stares at you
upside down, saying
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"How do you feel?"
But before you can answer
he winds up again

and

hovering above you
with the other heads.

takes off in slow motion
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Undisputed Computation
They say that old man Potter never thought
that he should know that two plus two is four.
At that time he didn't care an aught,
and it really doesn't matter any more.
He was a shrewd, industrious farming man
whose ready cash brought smiles all over town.
He tended his affairs and followed his plan
to work his way up high from way low down.
Soon Potter made a costly move-the-cityto please his social-climbing, naive wife.
City life attacked them without pity.
The fall then came much swifter than the mount.
Alone, he wonders should he learn to count.
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Scientific Analysis
I've not met anyone better than myself.
I place each weird specimen on my shelf.
I examine them to provide a cause.
I suggest improvements for obvious flaws.
Of course, most creatures don't pass inspection,
Even after attempted correction.
I must cope with each inferior being.
I'll watch them cautiously without seeing
Any resemblance that might cause sumise
That I could be one of these in disguise.
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Untitled Number
Give me a name.
I have a number

Of titles
to wear.
Give me a number.
I have a name
that oounts.
I want to know
which one
I am between
here and there.
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Portrait in Motion
One lone lady stands still
on a green hill
Where grass grows
And wind breathes
Caresses of life
through her form
Her head drops forward
Arms stretch upward
Her body is tense
She sighs
Shivers silently
Then is still
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One Poet to Another
Your silver - lined melancholy
has stirred my mind
to respond, somehow,
with feeble lines.
Perhaps to share the joy I feel
when savoring your words
unchanged by youth, age, or time
thoughts so pure
woven like delicate lace,
a pattern all your own
carefully displayed upon a page
waiting silently for longing eyes
to absorb their beauty.
I commend you now from age
for your unrestrained words of youth
which may be lacking wisdom, but not truth.
Your thoughts will grow with you,
my poet friend,
until at last you'll
find the end you have sought-
to know that every labored line
passed through His bands divine.

Pursuit
You are trying to pretend that
it won't happen
as I come closer behind you.
The lilacs hang still
like clusters of grapes
plucked by your young hands.
You twist them
between your fingers
flaunting the sweet heavy fragrance
of your passions.
But my form intrudes out of place
as it did in your childhood dreams.
I skulk down the sidewalk
behind you.
You think I am repulsive
and try to avoid my pin-ball eyes
the same as you had imagined then.
"Surely he is dead by now," you think.
But I am moving in closer.
Cold shivers tingle over your arms
from my lusty smile that was plastered
on your wall night after night.
You are trying to yell to someone
but your jaws clamp.
The warning freezes in your thro t.
You hasten.
Look back, craven.
I am here.
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SONNETS
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His Roses
No time can claim the beauty you have worn,
For like the marJY roses that have faded
Your youthful lustre seems only shaded,
And pleasant fragrance always lingers on.
You taught me gently to remove the thorns.
The cringing hours of night cower; invaded
With troubles, I stand from lessons aided
Now knowing I'm able to face new morns.
If any place I go looks bare and oold,
I'll try to fill it with roses you grow.
With them like you, I never feel alone.
Their presence tells of what you've taught, not told.
Of all the memories we will ever know,
Your roses yield.more wealth than we can own.
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Communication
I think today I'll rest from mowing grass,
and take the time to try- to understand you.
Now, after fourteen years (how time does pass),
it seems the only proper thing to do.
I often notice you, so quiet and warm,
what thoughts, I wonder, occupy your mind?
Do you still think I have the same old ob.am;
I fear perhaps you're only acting kind.
I ask you why you never talk to me,
But you don't know; it's all too far repressed.
I seem unkind, but I don't mean to be.
The silence somehow threatens, but I guess
that since I can't change you, I'll oompromise
I' ll ask no more questions, you tell me lies.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Explanation of a Poem in Drafts
It still seems very strange to me how the poem "Pursuit" was
made.

I would call it a combination of strong imagery and imagination.

I do not personally have any feelings involved in the situation.
Ironically enough, I sat down to write a poem in memory of a dear,
fine, old, gentleman who

had

recently passed away.

I pictured

him

sauntering on the sidewalk across from my classroom at the school where
I teach.

But that is as far as the nice old man got; in fact I don't

think he was meant to be commemorated in verse at this time. Another
very commanding image forced its way into the poem.
to show the young girls I

had

been observing the past few days, strolling

around campus carrying pieces of lilac bushes.
carefree, naive,

and

I was compelled

coquettish.

They were young,

I think that the man who follows

them in my poem might be my way of wishing to warn them about getting
involved with the opposite sex too soon.

On

the other hand, I recall

sometimes thinking of the face of a sinister looking man I have seen
on the sidewalks of Farmville ever since I can remember.
is he of whom I speak.

Perhaps it

At any rate, the man clearly takes over in

this poem.
At first, the speaker in earlier drafts is an omniscient "you."
I had originally thought that the voice might be a girl t lling of
horrible experience that

had

happened; however, th time w

since it seems to begin in the past yet ends in th pre nt.

ooni'u ng
In th

next draft, I decided to have the "you" speaker r lat th inoid nt
though it were all ooouring now.

I felt that this would giv

mo

horrifying effect to the reader. Some other changes wer mad , too.
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I closed the spaces in the last three lines because I deemed them too
visually distracting.

Originally, I had thou8ht that the spaces would

slow the reader down for a final impact.

Also, in the second draft,

I cut the old superstition about someone walking over your grave
because too many readers are not familiar with the saying; consequently,
it is .confusing for them.
The poem then lay in this second draft stage untouched for
months.

After reading it again, I realized that the speaker still

did not come across right for the situation.

I realize now that I was

trying unsuccessfully to place myself in the poem. This was obviously
a mistake, so I bowed out all together.

In the final draft, I changed

the speaker to the voice or the male pursuer.
advantages.
reader.

This gives the poem two

First, it intensifies the horror of the situation for the

Secondly, the male oha.racter is better developed in this first

person voice as we hear from his mad mind the situation as he views it.
Furthermore, the poem becomes more visually perceptible with one man
pursuing one girl.
The problem of the poem {speaker) is now solved, but I doubt
that the poem is finished for good as far as revisions are concerned.
In most cases, I find that I am better able to revise any poem well
after leaving it alone for a fairly long time.

During this "oooling

off" period, I oan rid myself of some of the personal attaohm nt I
have for all my "new born" creations.

As I have stated in th p foe

to this thesis, I believe that I am able to oreat the most

fot v

and interesting oharaoters when I use the detaoh d "I" p olcer.
I should just say that the key to creating good po me form i

P hp
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to remain objective (detached) or at least only employ subconscious
ideas.

Pursuit
(First Draft)
You try to pretend that
it didn't happen
The lilacs hang still
like clusters of grapes
plucked by the bands of young girls
who twist them
between their fingers
flaunting the sweet heavy fragrance
of their passions.
But his form intrudes out of place
as it did in your childhood dreams
He skulks down the sidewalk

behind them
You oross the street
to avoid his lusty faoe
just as you did then
Surely be was dead by now
Cold shivers tingle over your arms
Someone is walking over your grave again
He is moving oloser now

You try to yell
. but your jaws are clamped
The warning freezes in your throat
You

craven

hasten

Look back
He

follows

you
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Pursuit
(Second Draft)
You try to pretend that
it won't happen
The lilacs hang still
like clusters of grapes
plucked by the hands of young girls
who twist them
between their fingers
flaunting the sweet heavy fragrance
of their passions
But bis form intrudes out of place
as it did in your childhood dreams
He skulks down the sidewalk
behind them
You try to avoid bis pin ball eyes
the same as you had imagined then
Surely he was dead by now
He is moving in closer now
Cold shivers tingle over your arms
from his lusty smile that was plastered
on your wall night after night
You try to yell to them
Your jaws clamp
The warning freezes in your throat
You craven hasten
Look back
He follows you
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Pursuit
(Final Draft)
You are trying to pretend that
it won't happen
as I come closer behind you.
The lilacs hang still
like clusters of grapes
plucked by your young bands.
You twist them
between your fingers
flaunting the sweet heavy fragrance
of your passions.
But my form intrudes out of place
as it did in your childhood dreams.
I skulk down the sidewalk
behind you.
You think I am repulsive
and try to avoid my pin-ball eyes
the same as you bad imagined then.
"Surely he is dead by now," you think.
But I am moving in closer.
Cold shivers tingle over your arms
from my lusty smile that was plaster d
on your wall night after night.
You are trying to yell to someone
but your jaws clamp.
The warning freezes in your throat.
You hasten.
Look back, craven.
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APPENDIX B
Metrical Experiments
Examples of Metrical Forms from
Everyday Conversation
Iambic Pentameter
I think I'll eat my lunch in gym today.
It takes an hour to get a sheet of paper?
On second thought, I think I will take some.
I wish I

had

a penny for your thoughts.

I thought you

had

a lot of work to do.

I don't believe you're telling me the truth.
Iambic Tetrameter
I told her what you said, young man.
You've never heard of Belview, son?
I want my pencil back, Marlene.
I'll take the list up, Mrs. Stuart.
I wish you guys would leave the room!
It takes a fool to lmow a fool.
I can't afford to take her out.
I want a cup of coffee, please.
So you're the one who left this mess.
Thie ought to fit around your mouth.
He doesn't want to talk to you.
Oh, great!
Okay!

The heat is off again.

Which one of you did that?

The Cowboys lost the Super Bowl.
Of all the nerve!

Did you see that?
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"Elegy Written In A Country Churchyard"
by
Thomas Gray
(a metrical experiment in iambic tetrameter)
The Curfew tolls the knell of day,
The herd winds slowly o'er the lea,
The plowman homeward plods his way,
And leaves the world to night and me.
The gleaming landscape fades on sight,
The air a solemn stillness holds,
Save where the battle drones in flight,
And drowsy tinklings lull the folds;
From yonder ivy-mantled tower
The owl does to the moon complain
That ramblers near her secret bower,
Molest her solitary resign.
"Neath rugged elms, that yew-tree's shade,
Where heaves the turf in many a heap,
In narrow cells forever laid,
The hamlet's rude forefathers sleep.
The call of incense-breathing mom,
The swallow from the straw-built shed,
The cock's shrill cry, th'eohoing hom
No more shall rouse them from their bed.
For them no more the hearth shall burn,
Or busy housewife ply her care;
No children lisp their sire's return,
Or climb his knees the kiss to share.
Oft did the harvest sickle yield,
Their plow the stubbom glebe has broke;
How glad they drove their team a.field!
How bowed the woods beneath their stroke!
Let not ambition mock their toil,
Their homely joys, and fate obscure,
Nor grandeur hear with scornful smile,
The simple annals of the poor.
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The boast of alms, the pomp of power,
All beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,
Awaits alike the destined hour:
All glory's paths lead to the grave.
Ye proud, blame not to these the fault,
If Memory no trophies raise,
Where, through long aisles and fretted vault
The pealing anthem swells their praise.
Can urn or animated bust
Back to its mansion call the breath?
Can honor's voice provoke the dust,
Or flattery soothe the ear of death?
Perhaps in this lone spot is laid
Some heart once full of heavn'ly fire;
Hands, that a scepter might have swayed
Or waked to ecstasy the lyre.
But knowledge to their eyes her page,
With times' rich spoils did ne'er unroll;
Chill penury repressed their rage,
And froze the current of the soul.
Full many gems of rays serene
Unfathomed caves of ocean bear;
Full many flowers blush unseen,
Their sweetness spent on desert air.
Some Hampden, that, with dauntless breast,
The tyrant of his fields withstood,
Some silent Milton here may rest,
Some Cromwell kept from shedding blood.
Th' applause of senates to command,
The threats of ruin to despise,
To scatter plenty o'er the land,
Read history in a nation's eyes,
Their lot forbades nor bound alone
Their virtues; but their crimes oonfineds
Forbade to slaughter for a throne,
Shut mercy's gates on all mankind,
The struggling pangs of truth to hide,
To quench the blush of cunning shame
Or heap the shrine of lust and pride
With incense from the muses' flame.
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Far from the madding crowd's low strife,
Their sober wishes did not stray;
Near the sequestered vale of life
They kept the tenor of their way.
These bones from insult to protect
Some frail memorial nearby,
With uncouth rhymes and sculpture decked,
Implores the tribute of a sigh.
Their name, their years, spelt by the Muse,
Their elegy and rank supply;
And holy texts around she strews,
That teach the moralist to die.
Who, to Forgetfulness a prey,
This anxious being e'er resigned,
Left the precincts of cheerful day,
Nor cast one longing look behind?
On some fond breast the soul relies
Some drop their closing eye requires;
E'en from the tombs sounds Nature's cry,
In ashes live their wonted fire,
For thee, who mindful of the dead
Dost in these lines their tale relate;
I chance, by contemplation led,
Some kindred soul shall ask their fate,
Haply some white-haired swain may say,
"Oft have we seen him just at dawn
In haste he brushed the dews away
To meet the sun on yonder lawn,"
"There at the foot of yonder beeoh,
That wreathes its ancient roots so high,
At noon his listless length would stretoh,
And pore on brooks that babble by."
":By yon wood smiling now in scorn,
Muttering fancies, he would rove,
Now drooping, wan, like one forlorn,
Or orazed with care, or crossed in love."
"One morn I missed him on the hill,
Along the heath, and near his tree;
Another came; nor by the rill,
Nor the lawn, nor the wood was he;
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"Next day with songs and sad array
Slow through the church path he was borne.
Approach (for thou canst read) the lay,
Graved on the stone beneath yon thorn."

THE EPITAPH
Here rests upon the lap of Earth
A youth to Fame and Wealth unknown;
Fair Science frowned not on his birth,
Whom Melancholy called her own.
His bounty large, his soul sincere
Heaven did a large reward send;
He gave misery his all, a tear,
He gained from heaven (his wish) a friend.
His merits seek not to disclose,
Nor draw his faults from dread abode
(There they in trembling hope repose),
The bosom of his Father, God.
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"The Vanity 0£ Human Wishes"
(The Tenth Satire of Juvenal)
by Samuel Johnson
a metrical experiment in iambic tetrameter
Take Observation's broadest View,
Of man, from China to Peru;
Remark each anxious Toil and Strife,
And watch the busy scenes of' Life;
Then say how Hope, Desire, and Hate,
O'erspread with Snares the Maze of Fate,
Where wav'ring Man, betray'd by Pride,
To tread dull Paths without a Guide;
As Phantoms in the Mist delude,
Shuns fancied Ills, seeks airy Good.
How rarely Reason guides his Choice,
rules his Hand, or prompts his Voice,
How Nations sink, by Schemes oppress'd
When Vengeance hears the Fool's request.
Fate wings with

every

Wish her Dart,

Each Gift of Nature, Grace of Art
With fatal Heat rash Courage glows,
As deadly Elocution flows,
Impeachment stops the Speaker's Breath,
And restless Fire rains down on Death.
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But scarce observed, the wise and Bold,
Fall in the Massacre of Gold;
The pest that rages uncon!in'd,
And

files the crimes of humankind,

For Gold his Sword the Ruffian draws,
The hireling Judge distorts the Laws;
For wealth nor truth nor safety buys,
The Dangers mount as Treasures rise.
From Hist'ry rival Kings command,
And doubtful., Title shakes the Land,
When Statutes glean Refute of Swords,
More safe the Vassal than the Lords,
The Hind low sculks 'neath Rage of Pow'r
And

leaves the Traytor in the Tow'r,

Untouch'd his home and Slumbers found,
Tho' Confiscation preys around.
The Trav'ler poor, serene and gay,
While roaming sings his Toil away.
Does Envy seize thee? crushing Joy,
Increase his Wealth, his Peace destroy
New Fears in mutations invade,
The Brake alarms, and quiv'ring Shade,
Nor Light nor Dark bring him Relief,
One shows Plunder, one hides the Thief.
The gen'ral Cry the Skies assails,
And Gain and Grandeur load the Gales;
Few know the toiling Statesman's Care,

The fickled Rival, gaping Heir.
Democritus, arise on Earth,
With cheerful Wisdom, schooled in Mirth,
See Life in modern Trappings dress'd,
And feed with Fools th' eternal Jest:
Thou laughed where Want enchain'd Caprice,
Toil cru.sh'd Conceit, made man a Piece;
Unloved Wealth without Mourners dy'd;
No Sycophant was fed by Pride;
Unknown the Form of mock Debate,
Unseen the Mayor's mamoth State;
Where changing Fav'rites changed not Laws
And Courts gave ear to hear a Cause;
How wouldst thou shake at Britain's Tribe,
Evade quick Taunt, and edge the Gibe?
Fair Truth and Nature to decry,
The scenes to pierce with Wisdom's Eye.
Were solemn Toys or empty Shew,
The Robes of Pleasure, Veils of Woe;
All aid the Faroe, thy Mirth Maintain,
Whose Joys are causeless, Griefs are vain.
Such Scorn did fill the Sage's Mind,
Renew'd by Glances on Mankind;
How just that Scorn thy Voice declares,
Search each State, and canvass Pray•rs.
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